
Traffic Incidents - West Menlo Park
(Santa Cruz Ave – Alameda de las Pulgas Corridor)

The Santa Cruz Ave – Alameda de las Pulgas corridor in West Menlo Park has a long history of many 
traffic crashes, accidents, and near misses.  It has an unacceptable traffic accident rate.  Multiple 
deaths.  This report is a community 
effort to track traffic incidents in the 
corridor to insure County agencies 
have a factual and truer 
understanding of traffic incidents 
that continue to occur here.


Why the need for this 
reporting? 
In 2016, San Mateo County Public 
Works attempted to make a major 
change to Santa Cruz Ave near Sand 
Hill Rd.  They pursued these major 
changes without any interviews with 
the community to get our 
understanding of safety issues.  They 
did not do the research to determine 
what the best approach would be.   
To mitigate this, the County paused 
and conducted a Safety Study for the 
Santa Cruz/Alameda corridor.  


County stated in that 2017 Safety Study that in the 6 years, 2009-2015, that County records showed 
we had a total of only 3 accidents in the corridor.


Our community knew better.  We experience crashes and other traffic incidents almost on a weekly 
basis.  Every year the damage from accidents in this corridor alone are well into the hundreds of 
thousands of dollars, and that doesn’t include cost of medical injuries.  


We started the West Menlo Traffic Incident Report.  One of the main reasons why this report is 
necessary is because Public Works uses a single crash report system that has incomplete data and 
only records a fraction of the actual traffic incidents that occur in the corridor.  In a recent tabulation, 
the crash reporting system seemed to only report 20% of the crashes in the area.  Our Public Works 
department needs complete information to properly and accurately set speed limits or assess safety 
issues that need their intervention.  


3	schools	(elementary	and	middle)	and	1	preschool	are	
marked	in	yellow(					)
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As a result of Public Works not allowed to acquire complete traffic incident data, our county roads 
have higher than safe speeds. Dangerous road conditions and locations go unaddressed and are left 
unsafe.


How to report a traffic incident: 
The answer is two fold:  


First, make sure that authorities are notified and emergency help is requested. Call 911.  For un-
incorporated areas of West Menlo Park, CHP is responsible for traffic incidents. For city based 
accidents, the Menlo Park police is responsible.


Second, please report the traffic incident on our West Menlo Traffic Incident form at Safer4Us.com.   
If you saw the accident, or even if you came upon it much later, it is important that you report it so 
that our community can record it.  While law enforcement is generally at a crash, they often do not 
report this into the state wide traffic crash reporting system.  That means that the incident goes un-
counted.  


Our community’s neighbors continue to take action to make sure there is a more complete 
accounting of traffic incidents and problems. 


Use the Traffic Incident form to report all incidents, not just major crashes: 
• Crashes into property

• Parked car damage

• Crashes / Accidents

• Near misses / close calls

• Garbage bins struck by vehicles

• Unsafe behaviors


• Road rage and similar incidents

• Fender Benders, even if no damage

• Bicycle incidents

• Pets struck by vehicles

• Pedestrian incidents or unsafe situations 

PLEASE:  Include photos and or video (Send these to safety@Safer4Us.com)


To report incidents in the broader area or, as an alternative to the West Menlo Traffic Incident form, 
please consider reporting to SafeTrec’s Street Story , a community system being introduce through 1

UC Berkeley.   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Historical Accident Data:   2015 - 2017 
When our community originally started collecting traffic incidents, we tabulated from formal reporting 
agencies , including  CHP, Menlo Police Department, and Menlo Park Fire District.  Additionally, our 2

neighbors started to document incidents with photos and videos of accidents.  


Traffic accidents reported by county Sheriff sources were not readily available, so there are missing 
traffic incidents in the following date ranges.


Date Location Remarks Report	Agency

12/19/15 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sand	Hill	Rd Death	-	Jogger	hit	by	SUV MPPD,	
AlmanacNews

10/26/16 2080	Santa	Cruz	Av/Alameda	“Y” Property	damage,	injury Witness	photos,	
MPFD

10/31/16 2125	Santa	Cruz	Av/just	north	of	Palo	
Alto	Way

crossed	sidewalk,	landed	in	property Witness	photos

12/7/16 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sand	Hill	Rd	[map] unsafe	speed Switrs

12/16/16 Alameda/Sharon	Rd Hit	object,	damage Switrs

1/2/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sand	Hill	Rd	[map] 1	injured,	unsafe	speed MPFD,	Switrs

1/6/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sand	Hill	Rd	[map] 2	injured MPFD,	Switrs

1/26/17 Alameda	de	Las	Pulgas/Avy	Av sideswipe,	improper	turn Switrs

2/21/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sand	Hill	Rd	[map] Traffic	Accident	 MPFD

3/11/17 Alameda	de	Las	Pulgas	(3863)	[map] Property	damage,	injury	 Witness	photos,	
MPFD

3/23/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sharon	Rd	[map] Traffic	Accident	 MPFD

3/30/17 Alameda	de	Las	Pulgas/Sharon	Rd Accident,	injury Witness	photos

3/31/17 Alameda	de	Las	Pulgas/Sharon	Rd	[map] Traffic	Accident	 MPFD

4/3/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sharon	Rd	[map] Traffic	Accident	 Witness	photos,	
MPFD

4/29/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Oak	Hollow	[map} Traffic	Accident	Cyclist/car MPFD

5/19/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Near	MP	Commons	[map] Traffic	Accident	 MPFD

5/28/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sand	Hill	Rd Traffic	Accident Witness	photos,		
MP-PD	(injuries)

6/8/17 Santa	CruzAv/	near	Sand	Hill	Rd Traffic	Accident MP-PD	

6/14/17 Santa	Cruz	@	Oak	Hollow Traffic	Accident Witness	Photos	
MPPD/FD	(Injuries

6/28/17 Santa	Cruz	Av/Sand	Hill	Rd	[map] Traffic	Accident MPFD	Witness	
photos

7/20/17 Santa	Cruz	@	Avy	Ave Traffic	Accident Witness	MPPD	
called	and	reported

9/11/17 Santa	Cruz	@	Oakdell Car/Cyclist	Accident	 MPPD/FD	Injuries
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Having received a commitment from County that traffic safety would be addressed by the Santa 
Cruz/Alameda Corridor Safety project, we took a break from tabulating incidents at the end of 2017; 
however, accidents continued to happen at an unacceptable rate. When County again used unreliable 
and incomplete data to state a grossly undercount figure for accidents, we decided to again start 
tabulating traffic incidents. 


Since County is still using sever undercounts for traffic incidents, we have started to record traffic 
accidents again starting in 2020.  Again, not all accidents are reported to us.  Those listed in the table 
below are traffic incidents that have been identified by Menlo PD, Menlo FD, CHP, or Sheriff.  In some 
cases, neighbors also documented accidents by providing photos and/or videos. 

9/11/17 Santa	Cruz	@	Sherman Traffic	Accident MPPD/FD	Injury	-	
rear-end	collision

11/28/17 Santa	Cruz	@	Y Traffic	Accident	
minor	fender	bender	-	unreported	

witness	reported

11/29/17 Santa	Cruz	@	Y Traffic	Accident	-	total MPPD/FD

12/7/17 Santa	Cruz	@	Alpine Traffic	Accident MPPD/FD

12/11/17 Alameda	@	Harkens Traffic	Accident	-	Sun	angle	may	have	
been	factor

Sheriff,	MPFD:

Date Location Remarks Report	Agency
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Traffic Incident Data:   2020 - Current
Date Location Remarks Report	Agency

2/25/19 Santa	Cruz/Alameda	Y Car	totalled	-	parked	car	hit	by	NB	Santa	
Cruz	vehicle

MPFD,	witness

11/5/19 Alameda	@	Sharon	Rd Broadside	collision	at	6:24pm	with	1	
injury

SWITRS,	CHP	(Tims)

2/18/20 Santa	Cruz	near	Sand	hill Broadside	collision	at	6am	with	1	injury SWITRS,	CHP	(Tims)

3/9/20 Santa	Cruz	@	Alpine	Rd Broadside	collision	at	8:48pm,	with	2	
injuries.

SWITRS,	CHP	(Tims)

5/23/20 Alameda	@	Manzanita Cyclist	accident	-	hit	and	run CHP/MPPD/MPFD	
witness	photos

9/2/20 Santa	Cruz	@	Oakdell Head	on	collision	at	7:20pm,	with	1	
injury

SWITRS,	CHP	(Tims)

11/25/20 Santa	Cruz	btw	SHR	&	PAW Sideswiped	accident MPPD,	witness,	
photos

5/11/21 Alameda	&	Sharon	Rd Property	damage,	injury,	1	car	totaled,	
other	car	major	damage	-	Property	
damage	initial	est	$80K

Witness	photos,	
neighbor	

6/6/21 Santa	Cruz	near	Sand	hill Rear	end	collision	at	7:20pm,	with	1	
injury

SWITRS,	CHP	(Tims)

7/12/21 Sand	Hill	&	Leland	Ave Cyclist	injury	accident Witness,	MPFD	and	
MPPD	report,	
Nextdoor	Rpt’d.	
SWITRS

7/24/21 Alameda	@	Valparaiso Bicycle	-	vehicle	accident	w/1	injury		
Broadside

SWITRS,	CHP	(Tims)

10/25/21 Alameda	&	Sharon	Rd 3	car	accident,	1	Injury,	Ambulance	called Witness,	MPFD,	CHP,	
SWITRS	(Tims)

12/9/21 Alameda	&	Sharon	Rd 1	car,	hit	2nd	parked	car Witness,	owner,	

12/31/21 Alameda	&	Sharon	Rd 2	car	accident,	MB-Sl500,	Audi Witness,	CHP

1/19/22 Santa	Cruz	&	Sand	Hill truck	+	car,	injuries		Occurred	at	9am	so	
sun	light	may	be	factor.

Witness,	video,	
MPFD,	MPPD

3/11/22 Santa	Cruz	&	Sand	Hill/Alpine Car	intentionally	struck	cyclist.		Injuries. CHP	MPFD,	
Witnesses

6/18/22 Santa	Cruz	@	Alameda	(“Y”) NB	Reckless	driver	hits	N	hairpin	corner	
curb	in	high	speed	incident.		
04:0722-1261/2206180010	Officer	
Depiro

MPPD,	witness

7/1/22 Sand	Hill	&	Leland	Ave Sedan	w/major	frontend	damage;	
22-1359/2207010062  Officer Depiro

MPPD,

8/25/22 Santa	Cruz	@	Sharon	Rd Collision,	no	injury MPPD,	MPFD

9/3/22 Alameda	@	Valparaiso Traffic	collision MPFD

10/4/22 Alameda	@	Sharon	Rd Multiple	car	accident Witness	photos,	
neighbor,	MPPD

10/17/22 Santa	Cruz	&	Sand	Hill Traffic	collision	at	8:38	pm MPFD,	MPPD
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10/1/22 Alameda	@	Camino	de	Lago Traffic	collision	at	8:30	am MPFD

10/19/22 Alpine	@	Stowe	Ln Traffic	Collision	at	8:53am MPFD

10/29/22 Alameda	@	Avy	Ave Collision	between	cyclist	&	car MPFD,Atherton	PD,	
CHP,	Sheriff,	photos

11/16/22 Alameda	@	Valparaiso Traffic	collision	at	11:30am MPFD

11/16/22 Alameda	@	Valparaiso Cyclist	injury	accident CHP	SWITRS

12/5/22 Alameda	@	Avy	Ave Traffic	collision	at	11:20.		Rear	end	
collision,	damage,	no	injury

MPFD,	CHP,	MPPD,	
witness	description

12/10/22 Alameda	@	Valparaiso Traffic	collision MPFD	reported	3	
times	between	
10:40	and	11:20	

12/11/22 Alameda	@	Avy	Ave 8am	traffic	collision	where	SB	Alameda	
driver	was	blinded	by	bright	sunlight	and	
could	not	see	the	traffic	light	nor	the	car	
crossing	his	path	-	minor	injury

MPFD,	Sheriff,	
Witness	(Al	&	Joe)

1/3/23 Santa	Cruz	@	Alameda	(“Y”) NB	Car	struck	all	of	the	bollards	just	
before	Y	(afternoon)

Witnesses

1/22/23 Santa	Cruz	@	Alameda	(“Y”) Car	struck	parked	car	before	Y	and	
crashed	into	Property	just	south	of	2837	
Alameda

MPFD,	witness,	
Nextdoor	Video

2/13/23 Alameda	@	Avy	Ave SB	Truck	on	Alameda	struck	car	crossing	
west	on	Avy.		There	was	a	large	cycling	
group	crossing	on	Avy	just	ahead	of	car

witness,	Nextdoor

3/12/23 Santa	Cruz	@	Alpine	Rd Hit	&	Run	with	property	damage.	Case	
#23-588

MPPD

3/17/23 Santa	Cruz	@	Oak	Hollow Minor	Accident	reported	by	witness	-	
minor	damage,	no	injury,	

MPPD	-	not	
reported,	witness

3/23/23 Alpine@Wildwood Multi-car	Accident	reported	by	witness	-	
damage,	injuries	not	known

CHP	-	witness	and	
photos

3/23/23 Santa	Cruz	@	Oak	Hollow Minor	Accident	due	to	lane	change	-	
minor	damage,	minor	injury,		

MPPD	-	witness	
8:30am	S4U

4/1/23 Santa	Cruz	@	Oak	Hollow Minor	Accident	reported	by	witness	-	
minor	damage,	no	injury,	

MPPD	-	not	
reported,	witness

4/9/23 Alpine	@	Stowe	Ln Traffic	collision	-	serious MPFD,	CHP,	witness	
description,	photos

5/1/23 Alameda	@	Ashton Hit	&	Run,	12:21pm CHP	GG00955

5/11/23 Alameda	@	Avy Traffic	collision,	2:20pm MPFD

5/11/23 Alameda	@	Avy Traffic	collision,	4:40pm MPFD

Date Location Remarks Report	Agency
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Bike & Pedestrian Incidents 
While bike and pedestrian incidents are reported in the main Traffic Incident table above,  they are 
extracted into the following table as a means to provide better focus and understanding of this category. 

Date-Link Accident Location Comments

2020-05-23 Cyclist	hit	by	car	-	hit	&	run Alameda	@	Manzanita Teenage	girl	jumped	off	bike	as	car	
hit	it		(okay)

2021-07-12 Cyclist	hit	by	car	-	hit	&	run Sand	Hill	@	Leland Injury	to	cyclist

2021-07-24 Cyclist	hit	by	truck Alameda	@	Valpariso Twitter	posting

2021-09-10 Cyclist	hit	by	car Alameda	@	Valpariso No	Injury	-	La	Entrada	Student	cyclist	

2021-09-23 Cyclist	hit	by	car Santa	Cruz	@	N.	Lemon Driver	asked	if	student	of	Hillview	
was	okay,	then	drove	off

2021-09-30 Bike	Hit	&	Run Santa	Cruz	near	Hillview	school

2021-11-12 Bike	Hit	&	Run Oak	Grove	near	fire	station 8:45am	bike	damaged,	cyclist	shaken	

2022-03-11 Bike	Hit	&	Run Santa	Cruz	near	Sand	Hill 2pm	Car	intentionally	struck	cyclist.		
Injuries.

2022-10-29 Alameda	@	Avy	Ave Collision	between	cyclist	&	car MPFD,Atherton	PD,	CHP,	Sheriff,	
photos

2022-11-16 Alameda	@	Valparaiso Cyclist	injury	accident CHP	SWITRS
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 UC Berkeley — SafeTred’s Street Story: https://streetstory.berkeley.edu/1

 CHP data recorded to SWITRS, http://iswitrstst.chp.ca.gov/Reports/jsp/CollisionReports.jsp2

  MP Fire Dept dispatch and accident log, http://www.firedispatch.com/today.asp 
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